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Hope Yoga Nidra 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Prepare yourself for Yoga Nidra by making sure that you are completely comfortable. Lay on 

your back with cushion beneath your body, support under the head and bolsters under the 

backs of the knees. Ensure that the feet are not touching the floor, that the body is warm 

enough and that you will not be disturbed. Close your eyes and take the next few moments to 

adjust anything that feels uncomfortable, the body’s position, the props or your clothing until 

you are able to completely let go.  

 

Yoga Nidra is the practice of psychic sleep. It is a systematic relaxation of the body, the breath, 

the mind and emotions until you are in an alpha wave state. During this state your body is 

completely relaxed, the eyes are closed but the mind is conscious and aware. Through this 

relaxed awareness you can let go of everyday stresses and experience a deeply healing state of 

equanimity. While practicing Yoga Nidra try not to fall completely asleep. The secret of the 

practice is to reach and sustain the twilight state of consciousness between the waking and 

sleeping states. My voice will act as an anchor to keep you relaxed and in the present moment. 

If the mind becomes overactive with thoughts, continue listening with your full attention. If 

you feel yourself drifting, simply return to the sound of my voice and follow the words being 

spoken.  

 

NOTICING 

Take a moment to witness the state of your emotions … the flavor of your mood. What has 

been happening lately that is causing you stress? Is it possible to look at the situation 

objectively without falling into the story in your mind? Have you been able to connect to a 

sense of hope lately? What may be blocking your ability to feel hopeful for the future? Notice 

this all without judgement. Take a snapshot of your emotional tone and then allow it to 

dissolve into silence and stillness. 

 

SANKALPA 

From this calm and receptive state, think of a positive quality that will help you to deal with 

your daily stressors more easily. Create a short positive statement in simple language, 

beginning with “I am”.  Perhaps the intention “I am hopeful” resonates with you. If not, shape a 

personalized intention with care and attention and state it to yourself three times now. The 

sankalpa you use during yoga nidra plants a seed for transformation in your life 
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ROTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

You will now embark on an orderly tracing of the sensory pathways in the body. Say the name 

of the body part to yourself after you hear it and move all of your awareness into that part. You 

will relax the mind by relaxing the body. Begin with the … 

 

Center of the chest, feel the center of the chest … feel the right side of the chest  … the left side 

of the chest … the right collar bone … the left collar bone … the right rib cage … the left rib 

cage … the sternum … upper abdomen … navel center …lower abdomen … right groin … left 

groin … the pelvic floor … tailbone … sacrum … right buttock … left buttock … the entire spine, 

from the tailbone to the base of the skull … right shoulder blade … left shoulder blade … back 

of the neck … back of the head … crown of the head … forehead … right temple … left temple 

… right ear … left ear … right cheek … left cheek … right eyebrow … left eyebrow … the 

eyebrow center … right eye … left eye … right nostril … left nostril … whole nose … upper lip … 

lower lip … chin … jaw … throat … right collarbone …left collarbone … right chest … left chest 

… the heart center. 

 

Move awareness into the right hand thumb … 1st finger … 2nd finger … 3rd finger … 4th finger 

… palm of the hand … back of the hand … wrist … forearm … elbow … upper arm … right 

shoulder … armpit … chest … waist … hip … groin … buttock … thigh … knee … calf … ankle … 

heel … sole of the foot … top of the foot … right big toe … 2nd toe … 3rd toe … 4th toe … 5th 

toe. 

 

Left hand thumb … 1st finger … 2nd finger … 3rd finger … 4th finger … palm of the hand … 

back of the hand … wrist … forearm … elbow … upper arm … left shoulder … armpit … chest … 

waist … hip … groin … buttock …  thigh … knee … calf … ankle … heel … sole of the foot … top 

of the foot … left big toe … 2nd toe … 3rd toe … 4th toe … 5th toe. 

 

Now feel the whole left leg … the right leg … both legs together … the whole left arm … the 

whole right arm … both arms together … the entire torso … the face … the head … the body … 

the whole body … your entire body. 

 

You are practicing Yoga Nidra, you are awake and aware of the words being spoken. 

 

BREATH AWARENESS 

Begin to focus on your natural easy breath. Where in your torso do you feel the movement the 

breath creates? For now, do not change the breath, just observe what is happening naturally. 

Some breaths will be long and smooth, some short and not as complete. Allow each breath to 

come to you however it presents itself.  
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How does it feel to pull breath into the body? Notice the activity of the inhalations, drawing the 

breath into your body creating a sense of fulfillment and potential. Focus for a few moments 

on the feeling of each inhalation. Can you feel the movement of the breath near the heart 

center? A gentle lifting and expansion on the inhalation? Imagine that the breath originated 

from the heart center and as you inhale, the energy of the breath expands outward in all 

directions. On the exhale, simply relax. Continue to inhale from the heart center, imagining 

that space expanding larger and larger. The emotional center is relaxed and open, able to 

experience any emotion that might arise. Keep witnessing sensations of lightness in the heart 

center as you breathe easily. 

 

Next, notice the release of the exhalations. Surrender the breath out of the body creating a 

sense of emptiness. Focus for a few moments on the feeling of each exhalation. Do not force 

the breath from the body but allow it to slowly dissipate. Feel the passivity of the exhale that 

surrenders air from the body. 

 

Now, notice the places where the exhalations become inhalations and the inhalations become 

exhalations. Can you feel the peace within these transitions? The quiet space where nothing is 

happening. The potential of the inhale and the surrender of the exhale dissolve into one 

another. Focus for a few more moments on the transitions between inhale and exhale, 

between exhale and inhale. Allow your awareness to drop into that stillness.    

 

DUALITIES   

Heavy:  Continue to feel the entire body and notice that each part of the body feels very 

heavy and grounded into the earth. The arms are heavy, the legs are heavy, the torso is 

heavy. The head is so heavy that you could not move it. The body is feeling so heavy and 

grounded that you seem to be sinking down into the floor.  

 

Light:  Now experience the whole body becoming light and buoyant. A floating and 

weightless sensation comes into the arms and legs. The head and torso feel light and 

floating. The weight of the body has disappeared, and you feel so weightless that you 

seem to rise from the floor toward the ceiling. 

 

Move back into the feeling of resting in comfort and safety as you practice yoga nidra. 

 

Memory:  Move your mind back to the way things were, in the past. Not any specific 

situation, but just a general rumination of your memory. Notice if your mind seeks out 
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memories that are negative or positive. What do you tend to dwell on? Does it change 

the way you think and feel in the present? 

 

Future:  Now focus on the opposite of memory, focus on the future. Keep observing 

yourself non-judgmentally and watch where your mind goes. Does the future seem 

bleak or do you look forward to some future delight with a sense of happy anticipation? 

Imagine the future. 

 

Despair:  Remember a time in your life when you felt hopelessness or despair. Be sure to 

remember that you are not experiencing these feelings at this time, just remembering 

them. Where do you feel this emotion in your body? Is there a feeling of constriction 

around your heart or abdomen?  

 

Hope:  Now experience the opposite, a feeling of hope. Allow  your heart to open and 

expand to the possibilities of good outcomes, a feeling of support and love from those 

around you. Imagine positive outcomes to your stressful situations and bathe in this 

feeling of hope.  

 

Please make sure that you are awake and aware 

 

MIND SCREEN 

Begin to look deeply into the space in front of your closed eyelids. Imagine there a screen as if 

you were at the theatre, watching a movie. At first the screen is blank but slowly images begin 

to emerge. There may be colors, shapes or patterns that you notice. Try not to push any image 

away, nor hold on to any image. Whatever you see there is the unfolding of your unconscious 

mind. If thoughts occur, let them arise and dissolve. Stay detached from the images on the 

mental screen, practice being a witness to what is seen without any emotional reaction.  

 

RAPID IMAGE VISUALIZATION:  

As you hear these objects, envision them as clearly as you can on your mental screen. Notice if 

any emotions arise but remain a passive observer. 

• a red ball 

• a blank page 

• your reflection in a mirror 

• looking forward to the future  

• a wide oak tree  

• a heavy burden 

• a family portrait 

• a crescent moon 

• a peaceful place to rest 

• feeling the support of friends 

• a vast mountain range 

• the view from an airplane 

• feeling hopeful  

• the clear tone of a bell 
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• hearing good news 

• a sad memory 

• A positive outcome 

• a candle in the darkness 

• a cat napping in the sun 

• your body resting in yoga nidra 

 

 

BREATH MEDITATION 

Bring your attention back to the breath as it moves in and out of your body. Notice the 

lightness in the inhale as it fills all the space of your body. As you breathe in feel your heart 

center growing larger and larger in all directions. You feel full and complete on the inhalation. 

Focus for a few more moments on the light and full inhale.  

 

Then begin to notice the relaxation of the exhalations as breath moves out of the body. As if 

each and every cell could release and relax on the out breath. What are you holding within 

yourself that you wish to release? Is there an old pattern of thinking, an out of date self-image, 

an old resentment or anger that you wish to leave behind? Can you imagine it being removed 

through the process of breathing out? Each breath is an opportunity to surrender this old 

energy from your system.  The inhales bring clear energy into your body and the exhales create 

more and more space through the releasing of old patterns. Take a few more breaths to 

complete this transformation. 

 

THREADS OF CONNECTION MEDITATION 

Take a moment to visualize yourself resting in yoga nidra. Imagine you could see a view of this 

room from above. Look down upon all the brightly colored yoga mats and other props. See the 

other people around you who might also be practicing Yoga Nidra. Imagine tiny golden 

threads that connect you to everyone else that is here. These golden threads connect all of us, 

they connect you to the teacher, and to each other. Imagine that the golden threads spread 

outwards in an ever-expanding web of connection. They connect each one of you to everyone 

in your local yoga community, to everyone in the other communities that you participate in. 

See the golden web that is woven as you visualize these threads.  

 

They travel beyond this class over many miles to each one of our families at home wherever 

home may be. Take a moment to visualize this web of golden threads spanning the country 

and beyond. Each golden connection is nourished and strengthened by the love we have for 

this practice that sustains us. They are nourished by the care we show for one another in large 

ways and in small ways. We are all connected by this union of heart and mind as we come back 

to our yoga nidra practice again and again. We are joined and whole, content and blissful as we 

rest here in this moment. 
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Notice where you mind has gone into the supporting web of connection. Who from your life 

has been brought to mind through this meditation? What gifts has this person brought into 

your life? With an open heart, send that person love and gratitude. Then slowly begin to follow 

the golden threads of connection back towards yourself, there may be other people along your 

path who you wish to acknowledge. Hold each within your heart for a few moments.  

 

Continue to follow the connections back until you arrive again at the threads connecting the 

people in this room. Find compassion and gratitude in your heart for the people here sharing 

your yoga nidra experience. With a heart full of hope, rest in the awareness that we are all on 

this path together. We can give and receive support from each other as we move through the 

transitions of our lives. At times we have support to give and at other times we are in need of 

that support. We are all able to rest in the security and hope that the connections between us 

will provide the support that is needed. 

 

SANKALPA 

Now it is time to repeat the sankalpa. Repeat the same statement made at the beginning of 

the practice, without changing it three times silently with rich awareness and feeling. 

 

RETURN 

Relax completely into the moment and bring attention to your sattvic state of mind. The 

thoughts, emotions and memories move through the mind like sand through a sieve. There is 

no sense of grasping or pushing away anything in the mind. Watch the breath come and go in a 

similar fashion. Inhale followed by exhale followed by inhale, moment by moment by moment. 

Feel the quiet comfortable state of your body, it is so still and peaceful that you are almost 

unaware of your physical form. Take a few moments to bring consciousness into the places 

where the back of your body is touching the floor. Imagine the four walls of the room, the 

ceiling, the floor, remembering the time of day as you begin to awaken. 

 

Begin to make small conscious movements in the fingers and the toes. Then move the hands 

and the feet, turn the head slowly from side to side and open your eyes. Allow the outside 

world to slowly come into focus. Gently bend the knees and roll over to your side. Then when 

you are ready to come up, use the strength of the arms to push yourself from the floor. The 

practice of Yoga Nidra is now complete.  

 

Namaste’ 
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LIMITED USE LICENSE: This script is copywritten material, please give credit when teaching from it. You have 

purchased a limited use license only and agree to only use this script in a live class scenario; it is not to be recorded 

by anyone except the author.  

YOGA NIDRA RESOURCES: A 10-hour Yoga Nidra Training is now available which teaches you the art and science 

of writing your own Yoga Nidra meditations. Other scripts, and MP3s are available for purchase and include topics 

such as emotional processing, nature, moon phases, the gunas, kleshas, yamas, niyamas, and doshas.  

http://www.yogacheryl.com/yoga-nidra-training.html
https://www.yogacheryl.com/nidra-buy-yoga-nidra-scripts.html
https://www.yogacheryl.com/nidra-buy-yoga-nidra-mp3s.html

